News from the Stacks
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Veterans Day

Celebrate Veterans Day by saying Thank you...

Thank you

Write a thank you card or letter to a local veteran at the Butler VA Hospital

Buhl Library Lobby 11/9 - 11/13

New Study Tables!

We added new study tables in the library! There are several new high top tables and chairs in the large reference room.

They are the perfect size for working with a group or studying solo with lots of room to spread out all of your work!

Drop-in Sessions

Want to ace your next research paper? Get help finding the perfect sources for your paper. Librarians will be in the HAL Atrium in November to answer your reference and citation questions. We will also feature new books, movies and audiobooks that can be checked out.

Stop by on 11/16: 1:30 - 3:30pm

Used Book Sale

Thank you! Thank you! Thank you!

All of the proceeds and donations from the book sale raised $590 for GCC ICO Trips!

Advertise your event...

Looking for another way to spread the word about your event? Advertise on the digital display in the library lobby! Email your (Student Life & Learning) approved flyer to Megan. Flyers should be in a JPEG or PDF format.

Featured Resource

Ulrich’s Periodical Directory: For more than 75 years, librarians and publishers have trusted Ulrich's for unbiased, in-depth information about journals, magazines, newspapers and other periodicals around the world. Use this database to verify Peer-reviewed/Scholarly status!

We want to hear from you!

We want to know what you think about the library and our services. Click on the above button to leave a comment in our online suggestion box!

Suggestion Box

http://hbl.gcc.edu @ Refdesk@gcc.edu 724.458.2047

Please note that events and notices throughout the month will be posted as announcements and banners on myGCC.